A (mod p) atomic space is one whose lowest nonvanishing (mod p) homology group has dimension 1 and which has the property that all self-maps which induce isomorphisms on this lowest nonvanishing group are homotopy equivalences. An atomic space cannot be decomposed, up to homotopy, into a produce of other spaces and thus is, in some sense, an atom. In this paper we show that if p is an odd prime and n > 1 then [15] , Corollary 2.) In fact it is well-known that divisibility of this Whitehead product by 2 is equivalent to the strong form of the Arf invariant problem, although I have been unable to find all the details in the literature. §1 gives a proof of this equivalence and generalizes the result to odd primes. Throughout this paper, the term Arf invariant will refer to the strong form.
Introduction. In homotopy theory we can distinguish between the weak form of the Arf invariant problem which asks if a certain element in the Adams spectral sequence is an infinite cycle and the strong form which asks for a 3-cell complex with a nontrivial Bockstein and Steenrod operation. The strong form implies the weak form and it has been conjectured that they are equivalent. RaveneΓs negative solution of the weak form of the problem for p >: 5 shows (somewhat vacuously) that the conjecture holds in this case. (See [19] .) If p = 2, it has been shown that the weak form of the problem is equivalent to the Kervaire problem. (See Browder [4] .) Barratt and Mahowald have shown that divisibility of a certain Whitehead product by 2 implies the weak form of the (mod 2) Arf invariant problem. (See [15] , Corollary 2.) In fact it is well-known that divisibility of this Whitehead product by 2 is equivalent to the strong form of the Arf invariant problem, although I have been unable to find all the details in the literature. §1 gives a proof of this equivalence and generalizes the result to odd primes. Throughout this paper, the term Arf invariant will refer to the strong form.
§2 proves a technical theorem which gives a sufficient condition for a self-map of a space to be a homotopy equivalence. The main results of the paper are in §3 where the results of § §1 and 2 are applied to show that certain spaces are atomic. In particular (after localizing at an odd prime/?) 
is Z/pZ, generated by /. So g -aj -λf for some λ. 
is homotopy commutative. Since multiplication by p kills Im y # ,
is Z/^Z generated by/. So pg = λf for some λ E Z/pZ. It remains to show that λ T^ 0. So suppose λ = 0. Then there exists g: has a cross-section, up to homotopy, and so / induces a split monomorphism on homotopy groups. This is a contradiction since/φ 0 but if -0. Therefore λ = 0. D II. Self-maps. The purpose of this section is to prove the technical Theorem 2.3 which gives a sufficient condition for a map to be a homotopy equivalence. We begin with some algebraic preliminaries. 
. Let G be a finitely generated R-module for some R C Q. Let f: G -> G. Let H -lim G and let θ: G -> H be the canonical map. Then (1) coker θ is divisible. (2) coker θ is a torsion group. (3)t(H)Clmθ\ t(C) . (4) G -* Im θ is a split epimorphism. Further, this splitting can be chosen to be natural when restricted to t(lmθ).
REMARK. The second statement in (4) 
commutes.
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Proof. Since
is exact for all F. Thus for any field F, coker 0 ® F = 0 by Lemma 2.1. Setting F = Z/pZ 9 we conclude that /? coker 0 = coker 0. Since this is true for all p, coker 0 is divisible.
Setting F = g, we get that coker 0 is a torsion group. To show (3): Let 77' = lim / r(G) and let 77" = lim G/t(G). Since lim preserves exactness we get
r is onto, so it suffices to show that t{H) goes to zero under H -» i/ /r . But this is clear, since 77", being a direct limit of torsion-free groups is torsion-free.
To show (4): Since G is finitely generated, so is Im θ. Therefore /(lmfl) ΘF where F is free. So any splitting defined on /(Ini#) can be extended to Im θ. Thus it suffices to do the case where G is a torsion group.
As in the proof of Lemma 2.1, write the direct system as for all k. So f N \ r is injective. Since / and Γ are finite groups of the same order, f N : J */'. Thus θ splits. Observe that our splitting depends upon our choice of N, but is canonical once N has been chosen. Thus given a diagram
G' C G'
to get naturality, it is merely necessary to use the same N in constructing the two splittings. Of course, N must be chosen large enough so that both systems have stabilized. D Let p be a prime. Let X be a topological space. Let
be the horn-dual of P n (respectively: Sq£ dual to Sq"). This defines a (left) -module structure on H*(X; Z/pZ) where A* is the opposite algebra of the mod/? Steenrod Algebra A. Let A denote the subalgebra of A generated by {P n }™= λ (respectively: generated by {Sq"}^L 2 ) and let A* denote its opposite algebra. Let 
Let
MSH*(X; Z/pZ) = MH*(X; Z/pZ) Π £#*(*; Z/pZ).
The main result of this section is: THEOREM 
Lei X be a simply connected space having the homotopy type of a CW complex of finite type. Let f: X -* X. Suppose that f% restricted to MSH*(X; Z/pZ) is an injection for all N. Then f (p) is a homotopy equivalence.
Proof. Following Cohen, Moore, and Neisendorfer [9] , §4, let Y = lim r X', the infinite mapping telescope of/. Then 7r^(7) = lim irJiX) and H*(X) -lim H*(X). Similar statements hold for mod/? homotopy and homology.
We have a canonical map θ: X -> Y inducing the obvious maps on homotopy and homology. Let F be the homotopy-theoretic fibre of θ: X -* Y. Suppose F {p) is not contractible. Find n such that F (p) is (n -1) connected but not n connected. We show that there exists a nonzero x in MSH*(X; Z/pZ) such that x G Im /*, where i: F-* X. Given such an x 9 the hypothesis implies that θ*x φ 0. But this is impossible since x G Im /*. Thus F( p y is contractible and so θ {p) is a homotopy equivalence. Therefore / (/?) is a homotopy equivalence. So it suffices to show the existence of such an x. (X( p) ) is a finitely generated Z (;7) -module, it follows that / # : π n (F {p) ) -> 7τ M (X (/7) ) is the zero map. Thus Since i^^j is (w -1) connected but not n connected we can find a nonzero a in irjίF {p) ). By Lemma 2.2, π n (F (p) ) is a torsion group so /?*α = 0 for some s. By replacing a by p s~ι a, we may assume that pa = 0. Because / # (α) = 0, α = dy for some j > belonging to π n +\(Y( P )). Since δί/ 7^) -pa -^,py -θ # (g) for some g in ^,+ ^-y^). Let x be the image of g under^)
By From Lemma 2.1, the long exact homotopy sequence, and the Serre exact homology sequence, ι # and /* are injective. Also, since we are doing Case 2, the leftmost map is an isomorphism by the mod p Hurewicz Isomorphism Theorem.
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From (1) we see that r # (g') = (Ώi) # (bk). In other words, in %+\(X( P )l Z/pZ), r g -/ # (adjoint of bk). Therefore x E Im/* and to show x φ 0, by diagram chasing from (2) , it suffices to show bk Φ 0. But following (1) across the top, bkj is the adjoint of a, which is nonzero. Thus x^O.
To show x E MH*(X; Z/pZ) it now suffices to show that x represents a nonzero element in E CC (X) . Suppose this is not true. Then there exists z belonging to H n + λ (X( p) ) such that rz -x and order z < oo. Let s be the splitting of Lemma 2.2 chosen so that
Since x E Im /*, θ*x = 0 and so
Also^^z ' = ^^z -θ*sθ*z = ^^z -0*z = 0 so z' = /*(w) for some w E H n+ι (F {p) ).
We have /^rvr = rz' = x = i*ή>(bk). Since i' # is a monomoφhism, this implies rw -φ(bk). Therefore diagram chasing from
shows that j # (bk) = 0. But as noted earlier, y # (6/:) is the adjoint of α, which is nonzero. This is a contradiction, so x must be nonzero in D III. Some atomic spaces. In this section homology is assumed to be with Z/pZ coefficients unless stated otherwise. DEFINITION 3.1. Let X {p) Proof. See [5] .
REMARK 1. The corresponding statement for n = 1 is that Ω 2 5' 3 (3) is atomic. This is also proved in [5] .
2n cannot be mod p atomic since after localization at/?,
From now on we shall assume that/? is odd and we shall take the term "atomic" to mean mod p atomic for all odd primes p. (S 2n~ι ) such that/?g =js where 5 is a generator of π 2np - 3 (C(n) [6] ). For convenience we will write these generators as a n (j, k), b n (j, k) , and c n {k) respectively and when no confusion is possible, we will drop the n. From the Nishida relations the actions of β and P* are as follows:
Since ^(Ω 3^2 ""^1) -»H*{C(n)) simply projects off of c(0), we can deduce the action of β and Pj. in H#(C(n)). We easily calculate that MH j)ί (Q 3 S 2 " +ι ) must be contained in the subspace generated by the elements (l)α(0,1),
Similarly MH*{C(n)) is contained in the subspace generated by (l)α(0,l), ) by the non-existence of elements of Hopf invariant 1 in 7r 2n(;? _ 1) _ 1 , the argument being similar to the proof of the b' =» c step in the proof of Theorem 1.1. Thus using Lemma 3.6, MSH*(Ώ 3 S 2n+ι ) is contained in the subspace generated by {(c(0) pt )}™ =0 . So by Theorem 2.3, to show that / is a homotopy equivalence it suffices to show that f* ((c(0)) p ) =£ 0 for all / and for all N. But this is easy to see by considering the action of /* on cohomology with Z (p) coefficients. D REMARK. F. Cohen, F. Peterson, and the author have recently shown that Ω 3^2 "^1 is also mod 2 atomic for n > 1, using different techniques.
For our final application, suppose n > 1 and let D{n) denote the homotopy-theoretic fibre of π:
Using [8] , Lemma 2.1 and the fact that we can construct a homotopy-theoretic fibration
The main theorem of [20] asserts that this fibration splits when n = p. Proof. If the fibration splits then the generator of π lnp -. 3 (C(n)) lifts to a map from S 2np~3 to Ώ 2 S 2n+ι {p) and this results in the same situation as occurred in the proof of Theorem 3.3 D
